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MUSIC

TO MARTHA.

SWEEP, lady, sweep again the keys,And let thy fancy wander free ;For, sad or gay, the strain will please,Since all I seek is harmony .
Yes, discords deep are in my brain,
Deformed and dark the shadows lie ;0 from my soul erase the stain
With Eden-breath ofminstrelsy .
Though soft as moon-rays be your wings,Born of air to die in sighing,
Moaning o'er wild &olian strings,
Or from fairy fingers flying,
To deepest deeps ye thrill my soul,
And Fantasy's high hosts arise,
Glory and Love before me roll
Enchantress! on thy melodies .
Lost hopes again reveal thy beams :
Like vanished wantlerers appear
In all their light my youthful Dreams,
And tidings chaunt upon the ear
How they not utterly depart :
But when the storms of life sweep by,
They tint the Iris of the heart,
And pain and sorrow purify.
In deeps profound the chords are laid ;
From awful steeps the tones take wing ; -
The fairest works that God hath made,
Affect us like a tuneful string .
Thus on the souls of early seers
Rose Cherub's lyre and Seraph's tongue ;While music throned the endless years,And all the spheres in tune were hung.
The spheral law with faith revere :For angel bliss may tasted be,
Though the wide world in hate uprear,By one whose heart is melody.
With thoughtful Night upon thine eye,Her depth, and stillness, and the stars, -So fair a course thou wilt not fly,
But one by one surmount the bars .

B . F. P .
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PLAN OF THE WEST ROXBURY COMMUNITY .

IN the last number of the Dial were some remarks, under
the perhaps ambitious title, of `° A Glimpse of Christ's
Idea of Society ;" in a note to which, it was intimated,
that in this number, would be given an account of an at-
tempt to realize in some degree this great Ideal, by a little
company in the midst of us, as yet without name or visible
existence. The attempt is made on a very small scale.
A few individuals, who, unknown to each other, under
different disciplines of life, reacting from different social
evils, but aiming at the same object,-of being wholly
true to their natures as men and women ; have been made
acquainted with one another, and have determined to be-
come the Faculty of the Embryo University .

In order to live a religious and moral life worthy the
name, they feel it is necessary to come out in some degree
from the world, and to form themselves into a community
of property, so far as to exclude competition and the ordi-
nary rules of trade ;-wbile they reserve sufficient private
property, or the means of obtaining it, for all purposes of
independence, and isolation at will. They have bought a
farm, in order to make agriculture the basis of their life, it
being the most direct and simple in relation to nature.
A true life, although it aims beyond the highest star, is

redolent of the healthy earth . The perfume of clover
lingers about it . The lowing of cattle is the natural bass
to the melody of human voices.
On the other hand, what absurdity can be imagined

greater than the institution of cities? They originated
not in love, but in war. It was war that drove men to-
gether in multitudes, and compelled them to stand so close,
and build walls around them. This crowded condition
produces wants of an unnatural character, which resulted
in occupations that regenerated the evil, by creating arti-
ficial wants. Even when that thought of grief,

"I know, where'er I go
That there hath passed away a glory from the Earth;'
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came to our first parents, as they saw the angel, with the
flaming sword of self-consciousness, standing between them
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